PROPERTIES
EXEL HANDIDET surface delay and in-hole detonator
assemblies consist of non-electric detonator and high
strength shock tube. It is quick and simple to connect, easy
to verify, easy to handle figure 8 coils and provide accurate
surface and in-hole timing.
BENEFITS
EXEL HANDIDET assemblies reduce the number of
components on site, reduce inventory, allow pre-blast
changes to pattern design, provide excellent and flexible
blast control, allow easy connection even with gloves,
faciliate rapid hook up verification and do not tangle (no
waste).
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HANDLING & INITIATION
For not to have a premature detonation, damages to shock
tube should be avoided and it should never be pulled so hard
as to strectch or break shock tubing.
EXEL HANDIDET assemblies are unidirectional and can be
initiated by another Orica surface delay system and electric
detonator or electronic detonator.
Note:Avoid damage to the shock tube during loading and
stemming operations. Never pull so hard as to stretch or
break shock tubing, this may result misfires.
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PACKAGING
EXEL HANDIDET assemblies are wound in figure 8 coils
and supplied in antistatic PE bags in flexible sleeve durable
packages.
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STORAGE
EXEL HANDIDET assemblies have a storage life up to 24
months in approved magazines.
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STORAGE AND HANDLING PRODUCT
CLASSIFICATION
Detonator Assemblies, Non-Electric,
Class Code 1.1B, U.N. No. 0360 PGII
Shock Tube Outer D ameter
Shock Tube Type
Nom nal Tens le Strength
Shock We ght
Elemented Cap (In - Hole)
Elemented Cap (Surface Delay)

3 mm
Tube 3L (3Layer)
UV (Ultrav olet) protected
25 kg. (at 20 C)
15 kg. (at 70 C)
2000 m/s ± 100 m/s
940 mg (PETN + RDX)
260 mg (Lead Az de)

Non-Electric
Surface Delay and In-Hole
Detonator Assembly
EXEL HANDIDET non-electric surface and in-hole detonator
assemblies are easy to use components in non-electric
sequential blasting applications. Used in pipeline and
utility trenching, quarries, open pits and construction
projects, EXEL HANDIDET assemblies are easy to connect,
easy to verify and provide accurate surface and in-hole timing.

